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Figure 1: The interface of the survey analysis tool allowing navigation through 8,434 collected responses (49,285 answers) with

use of glyphs, linked views and interaction. Available at photoassessment.org/results, demo video at vimeo.com/90299533.

Abstract

The findings drawn from opinion survey responses are usually made by producing summary charts or conducting

statistical analysis. Both involve data aggregation and filtering as exploring the unaggregated data has tradition-

ally been impractical or error-prone for large numbers of responses. We propose the use of glyphs with parallel

coordinate plots to show all survey responses in a single view and design an interactive visual analytics tool around

the representation to explore the data. We use this software for a ‘photo content assessment’ survey, where 359

participants classify 900 images by seven criteria. The proposed approach allows all 8,434 responses (49,285 an-

swers to questions in total) to be represented in a single view and helps analysts to both clean the data and

understand the nature of the survey responses. We describe the construction of the survey response glyphs and

the interface to the interactive visual analytics software and generalise the design principles that arise from the

approach. We apply the tool to two other datasets to evaluate the technique and to confirm its wider applicability

for surveys with Likert scale responses.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image

Generation—Line and curve generation D.2.10 [Software]: Design Tools and Techniques—User interfaces

1. Introduction

In this paper we discuss the design of a visual analytics tool

developed to explore subjective opinions of 900 geotagged

photographs in central London. This particular task repre-

sents one instance of a more general process of categorical

social survey analysis. While using statistical methods are

commonly applied to find trends in such data, we make the

case here for using visual analytical methods for both data

processing and analysis. An approach that is well suited to

handling imperfect and subjective responses in social survey

data where it is not clear at the outset what types of patterns

and structure should be identified. Central to our approach is

in the concept of a survey response glyph, a glyph that em-
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bodies all responses related to an individual subject or a par-

ticipant. We evaluate the design by applying it to two addi-

tional datasets and propose that the insights we have gleaned

as well as the techniques we have developed have wider ap-

plicability in survey response analysis.

2. Background and Related Work

The techniques of survey data representation differ depend-

ing on the purpose of the visualization, the nature of the data

and the target audience. Commonly the results of the cate-

gorical surveys are aggregated into tables [Sap99] and are

depicted in a tabular form. Despite the simplicity of the ap-

proach it is rather ineffective for exploring the relationships

in the samples and extracting key trends. To facilitate com-

parison between values belonging to different categories,

conditional formatting [Mic10, AS05], table-lens [RC94] or

other related techniques have been applied. While tables are

highly informative and precise, they are not very suitable for

exploring multidimensional survey datasets or unaggregated

data [Sap99].

The simplest and probably the most widely applied tech-

niques of graphical representation of categorical survey data

are bar charts and pie charts [Off11, O’B13]. While being

familiar to a wide audience and easy to understand, they

are characterised by a low data-ink ratio [Tuf83] and thus

are only suitable for visualizing highly aggregated data. Be-

sides, pie charts are often criticised for causing difficulties

in comparing proportions between categories and problems

with scaling underlying values [Few07, WW05, Tuf83].

Often the structure of categorical responses allows more

sophisticated and data-rich visualization techniques. For in-

stance, spatially tagged survey results are layered over con-

ventional geographical maps, displayed on Choropleth maps

or structured in a form of spatial treemaps [Uni13]. With the

developing power of accessible and easy to use computer

technologies different visualization techniques are more eas-

ily combined in an interactive environment, giving an oppor-

tunity to see collected survey results in multiple views and

to interact with them [Off11, LSR10].

A special case of categorical responses is the Likert

scale [TW06], used when the categories are ordinal. This

type of scaling is widely applied for rating subjective opin-

ion and is also used in this research. To visualize the spread

between the categories, box plots or similar can be used

instead of bar charts or in conjunction with them [TW06,

WS12].

Survey data are commonly visualized to summarise find-

ings, while cleaning and processing are performed using sta-

tistical methods [Sap99]. However, analysis by means of vi-

sual exploration can be more suitable in cases where the

nature of trends to be discovered are unknown at the point

of analysis. This leads to a need to effectively represent

larger volumes of data with sufficient fidelity and clarity to

support decision making. We could not find the evidence

of use of high-resolution visualization techniques such as

sparklines [Tuf83] or glyphs [BN11] for exploring individ-

ual results in larger categorical surveys and so propose an

alternative described here.

3. The Survey Response Glyph

When a survey comprises a set of subjects that are classi-

fied by respondents using a number of criteria, a single re-

sponse may be described as an array of natural numbers.

This array is a subset of a matrix with questions (crite-

ria) in rows and answers (categories) in columns. A group

of responses aggregates individual answers and can be pre-

sented as a table with their frequencies. Another characteris-

tic may be introduced to show relationships between classi-

fications: it counts frequencies of all possible matching pairs

of answers. This may help to reveal common patterns in be-

haviour, which is useful for detecting insincerity (deliberate

insertion of erroneous responses) [Ame07] and understand-

ing opinions of participants about subjects. The total number

of parameters describing a group increases exponentially as

the answer space grows and can be reduced if only relation-

ships between answers to neighbouring questions are con-

sidered. This still allows patterns in individual responses to

be detected while excluded parameters may be brought back

into the set by changing the order of questions.

The challenge is to represent all these parameters com-

pactly in order to both evaluate them and to be able to vi-

sualize multiple groups of responses using juxtaposition for

the purpose of comparison [GAW∗11].

Inspired by the successful use of glyphs in a wide range

of fields [BN11, WHWC12, MRSS∗12, LKH09], we apply

this technique to survey data analysis. A glyph ‘is a small

visual object that can be used independently and construc-

tively to depict attributes of a data record or the composition

of a set of data records’ [BKC∗12]. A good overview of pos-

sible glyph designs can be found in [War02] and [War08].

1 2 3 C 1 2 3 C 1 2 3 C 1 2 3 C

1 ✔ 1 1 ✔ 1

2 ✔ 2 2 ✔ 2

3 ✔ 3 3 ✔ 3

Q ✔ Q Q ✔ Q

=+→

Figure 2: The concept of a survey response glyph. Rows cor-

respond to survey questions and columns contain categories.

Each glyph is similar to a parallel coordinate plot

(PCP) [ID90] rotated by 90◦. Glyphs can then be arranged

in a survey response grid having questions (dimensions) in

rows and categories in columns. Each response is repre-

sented with a semitransparent polyline showing both indi-

vidual answers and links between neighbouring questions

within a response. With this approach we can show multi-

ple response profiles in a single view by laying them on top
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of each other. This provides a single view that can: (a) show

each individual answer; (b) all responses by an individual;

(c) allow estimates of the numbers of answers in a group;

(d) show the most common answer profiles and (e) the de-

gree of disagreement among answers. Because such design

is sensitive to ordering of categories (answers), it better fits

ordinal variables, but can also be applied for nominal values

or ordinal scales mixed with a nominal value (e.g. rating +

not applicable).

4. Survey and Tool Design

The motivation for proposing response glyphs was to be able

to analyse results of a survey we conducted into subjective

photograph assessment. Volunteers were asked to assess a

sample of 900 photographs in London collected from three

data sources: Flickr, Panoramio and Geograph. We wished

to canvas views on what types of images depict attractive

walkable areas (Figure 3) in order to build a pedestrian rout-

ing system.

Figure 3: Photo content assessment survey: UI & questions.

Each participant was given a randomly ordered queue of

images and was required to classify as many photographs as

they wanted by seven criteria. In common with many sur-

vey designs, some questions were conditional on responses

to previous questions, so the number of answers per photo-

graph could vary between participants. Only responses with

answers to all enabled questions were accepted; photographs

could not be skipped. By the time the survey was closed in

March 2013, it was viewed by 608 volunteers, 359 of whom

classified at least one photograph excluding the test image

used for learning purposes. We collected 8,434 responses

enumerating 49,285 classifications; stratified sampling en-

suring each photograph was rated by at least eight respon-

dents.

There were two objectives in our processing of the re-

sponses. Firstly we wished to characterise the nature of the

survey responses in order to remove erroneous or insincere

entries. Secondly we wished to be able explore both respon-

dents and the photographs being assessed in order to inform

the process of automated selection of the photographs best

suited to characterise urban attractiveness. In both cases, we

did not know at the outset what types of survey response

would characterise those we were most interested in so re-

quired a design that facilitated exploration.

4.1. Interface Design Principles

In constructing the exploration tool, we designed according

to the following set of principles:

The data are the interface. We reinforce the link between

data and interaction by making the elements that represent

data also serve as the user interface. This reduces the need

for separate buttons and menus which may cause clutter and

decrease the data:ink ratio [Tuf83]. This was seen as particu-

larly important for a design relying heavily on large numbers

of glyphs with potentially complex structures.

Consistency of encoding. We map visual encodings of

data and interaction consistently across all linked views.

This was seen as important where a new ‘grammar’ of en-

coding had to be learned to make best use of the glyph de-

sign.

Use of states. Any change in the data view is consid-

ered as an action and can be stored, reverted or repeated.

This was seen as important because quick and easy naviga-

tion between states eased comparison tasks as well as the

process of early debugging and collaboration between ana-

lysts [WSD∗13].

Maximise use of layout. We use ordering of glyphs to

carry additional information. Ordering (position) as visual

variable has the advantage of not introducing visual clut-

ter – an important consideration for comparatively complex

glyphs shape.

Use of keyboard shortcuts. In keeping with the objec-

tive of removing visual clutter we make use of keyboard in

preference to mouse interaction. This was considered more

appropriate for an expert-oriented visual analytics applica-

tion [Fry08].

Transitions between views. We use smooth animated tran-

sitions between views where applicable in order to better re-
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veal the differences in the data or to track amendments in

their representation [HR07]. This had the secondary ben-

efit of an aesthetic appeal to support engagement with the

data [CM07].

Figure 1 shows the result of the design arising from fol-

lowing these principles. All survey responses are grouped by

both participants and subjects (photographs) and are shown

on a single screen in two sortable lists with glyphs of maxi-

mum possible size. The height of both lists is customisable

while the widths are fixed to be proportional to group sizes.

An enlarged interactive version for one glyph from each list

can be opened on demand to explore the details. The layout

is supplemented with a preview for a selected photograph (if

any) and a map showing spatial locations of all images.

4.2. Representation of Participants’ Responses

Following recommendations described in Section 3, we con-

structed two survey response grids (Figure 4).

Although the maximum number of categories per ques-

tion was five (see daytime), we limited the grid to four

columns by merging twilight and hard to say responses due

to their semantic similarity in the context of our analysis. Al-

though the answers to all questions are not numeric scores,

they can be still considered as ordinal; ‘n. a.’ being an ex-

ception (nominal value) and may be optionally highlighted

to support glyph interpretation.

Having one response grid should be usually enough for

1 2 3 4

real photo? 1 no h. t. s. yes n. a.

outdoors? 2 no h. t. s. yes n. a.

daytime? 3 night h. t. s. / twilight day n. a.

temporal? 4 no h. t. s. yes n. a.

people? 5 no h. t. s. yes n. a.

by pedestrian? 6 no h. t. s. yes n. a.

attractive? 7 no h. t. s. yes n. a.

(a) Standard ordering of categories reflecting the original order of

questions and response options in the survey.

1 2 3 4

real photo? 1 yes h. t. s. no n. a.

people? 2 no h. t. s. yes n. a.

outdoors? 3 yes h. t. s. no n. a.

daytime? 4 day h. t. s. / twilight night n. a.

temporal? 5 no h. t. s. yes n. a.

by pedestrian? 6 yes h. t. s. no n. a.

attractive? 7 yes h. t. s. no n. a.

(b) Purpose-oriented ordering of categories (alterations in bold). An-

swers ordered so that photographs showing attractive walkable areas

are represented with a straight vertical line on the left.

Figure 4: Survey response grids.

most surveys, however, in our case we have introduced

purpose-oriented ordering (Figure 4b) of the grid in addi-

tion to standard ordering (Figure 4a). With this design the

photographs that depict attractive walkable areas are repre-

sented with straight vertical lines on the left, which can be in-

stantly decoded. We also change the order of questions in the

purpose-oriented grid mode and move the one about people

to be the second. This decision is determined by conditional

question set within the survey: the question about the spatial

environment of a photograph when the answer is ‘indoors’

disables remaining questions. Figure 5 shows examples of

some response glyphs:

standard

ordering

purpose-oriented

ordering

PHOTO 385: voted

as appropriate

by all 8 participants

PHOTO 516: indoors,

contains small

human figures

PHOTO 247: wine

bottle label, caused

a lot of disagreement

USER 151:

1 response

USER 212:

15 responses,

answers are rather

diverse

USER 493: ‘hard to

say’ to all questions

about 4 subjects +

17 ‘not real photos’

Figure 5: Glyphs representing responses grouped by pho-

tographs (samples) and users (participants). Opacity of a sin-

gle line is 15%. Vivid patterns in groups denote a high level

of agreement among responses.

Although there are fewer columns than rows, we choose

to scale them to a square aspect ratio, resulting in a small

horizontal stretching that eases discrimination between re-

sponse patterns. This becomes less necessary when the se-

mantic distance between categories is smaller. We set the

opacity of the line representing a single response to be the

minimum possible value that distinguished it from the back-

ground, 15% in our case. Because alpha composition is not

linear [PD84], this value allows us to differentiate between

up to 10–20 responses stacked on top of each other by the

brightness of the composite lines. The need to detect line

brightness placed a limitation on the minimum line width –

the antialising of thin lines interfered with the line opacity.

Equally a maximum line width was imposed by the need to

minimise overlapping areas at line intersections. We there-

fore scaled line width between these bounds according to

the size of the glyph area being displayed.

Where lines show repeated similar responses made by

participants (standard ordering), they became a useful in-

dicator of possible response insincerity. If a survey partici-

pant clicked on all available controls at the same position,
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for example in an attempt to skip through the questionnaire

rapidly, their actions are represented as vertical lines, which

become darker for persistent behaviour. The fact that in our

survey the answer ‘no’ to the first question disabled the re-

maining ones allowed participants to proceed to subsequent

photographs even faster, in only two clicks. Such behaviour

was also easily detectable by examining the glyph patterns.

Because six of seven questions become ‘n.a.’ when an image

is classified as not a photograph, the response becomes de-

picted as a shape. A darker line with this shape is a clear

indicator of unwanted behaviour that required removal from

the sample. User 493 (Figure 5) shows such an example of

insincerity: after giving a few possibly considered responses,

he or she answered ‘hard to say’ to all questions as a means

of proceeding to the next photograph quickly.

The main advantage of the purpose-oriented ordering over

the standard one was to support selection of the photographs

most suited to characterising urban attractiveness. With a

universal and straightforward rule, which in our case is ‘the

further from the left the less suitable’, this glyph type allows

immediate detection of whether the photograph is good for

our research purpose and estimating the degree of its unsuit-

ability. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 5 (photos 385

and 516).

After doing a number of experiments with the design of

the glyphs we have not found their further simplification

possible. For instance, replacement of lines with a grid of

cells coloured by the numbers of answers, or use of micro

bar charts, would cause a significant reduction of informa-

tion shown, in particular loss of links connecting match-

ing frequencies of answers to neighbouring questions. Such

glyph designs would be less useful for the exploratory anal-

ysis of the categorical survey data.

Time Scaling When the amount of time it takes a partici-

pant to complete all answers about each subject is recorded,

it is possible to merge this response attribute into a glyph.

This revealed participants that are unusually quick, and a

comparison of the overall difficulty respondents had in clas-

sification of different photographs. We propose two glyph

designs incorporating the duration of the responses (Fig-

ure 6).

USER 146

Design 1 Design 2

PHOTO 489

t = 30 s t = 60 s t = 30 s t = 60 s

Figure 6: Time scaling of the response glyphs.

Mouse over

an edge

Mouse over

a node

Time mode 1

(60 s)

Time mode 2

(30 s)

Figure 7: Glyph interactions with mouse (Photo 489).

The first design was based on the idea of scaling lines ver-

tically according to the response time of users to each ques-

tion. The glyph in this case has similarities to the DriftWeed

visual metaphor proposed by [RW00]. With a given time

window t as a parameter the responses completed in t sec-

onds have a height equal to a 100% of the glyph size, oth-

ers are shorter or longer. When there are no data about how

much time it takes a participant to move each control indi-

vidually, the distortion of each shape is evenly distributed.

This scaling reveals some expected patterns like the corre-

lation between the number of available questions and the

response duration. However the glyphs containing many re-

sponses become too cluttered and hard to interpret, so this

does not provide a scalable solution.

The second design showed the durations of the responses

with horizontal lines and thus displaying only one attribute

per response in a glyph. In this case a baseline on top of

the glyph may be added to serve as a zero reference point

and being coloured differently to the responses. Despite the

simplicity of the view it allows visual estimation of the com-

plexity of the classification of the subjects and also the dif-

ferences in the performance among the participants.

When an analyst is interested in the overall, mean, me-

dian, maximum or minimum response time for all responses

in a group, a standard glyph may be combined with a

coloured background encoding this attribute. As an alterna-

tive a coloured horizontal bar can be attached to the bottom

of a glyph and encode the aggregated time parameter with

length. Although the length is not preattentive as colour, it

does allow more accurate comparison to be made [CM84].

Interaction When the glyphs are drawn in a software

environment, they can be made responsive to mouse hov-

ers and clicks (Figure 7). Mouse movements over the lines

highlight the context and show additional information on de-

mand. Clicking on a line in a glyph where the responses are

grouped by subject may open the details of a correspond-

ing person in the paired view; the opposite applies to the

responses grouped by participants. If there is more than one

participant or subject at a chosen edge or node, further click-

ing iterates through each of them allowing navigation to ev-

ery entity linked to the glyph.

Animation To make the interchanges between glyphs

smooth and clear, animated transitions between their states
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6 Alexander Kachkaev, Jo Wood and Jason Dykes / Glyphs for Exploring Crowd-sourced Subjective Survey Classification

[HR07] were added. This allowed tracking of individual re-

sponses when toggling between various glyph designs as

well as whether different groups of responses shared the

same subjects or participants.

4.3. Aggregated Lists of Responses

Because the glyphs are distinguishable even at small sizes,

it is possible to display a large number of them on a single

screen to aid comparison. Laying them out as a grid with

cells of 20 by 20 pixels in row-prime order, similar neigh-

bours may be compared while also scanning the list ver-

tically for broader scale changes in response patterns. Ex-

panding an item into a larger interactive glyph can be done

by clicking on a glyph directly. Double clicking toggles be-

tween full and filtered grids; the filtered group excluding

those responses previously rejected as insincere or though

unavailability of a photograph. The maximum number of

glyphs that can be displayed on a screen depends on the res-

olution, the amount of space left for bottom row with other

data and also the proportion between counts of subjects and

participants. For example, given a 17′′/1,280×1,024 screen

and 250 pixels in height for the bottom row, there is enough

space for about 2,500 glyphs. Scroll bars are introduced if

more space is required (Figure 1).

Placement plays an important role in analysis of data rep-

resented using glyphs [War02], so we pay extra attention to

this feature. We suggest using customisable multilevel sort-

ing (Figure 8) by both variables derived from the responses

and attributes of entities related to the groups. For instance,

we sort both participants and subjects by the amount of

agreement between the responses and adopt two statistical

measures for this purpose: Fleiss’ Kappa [FC73] and en-

tropy [TW06]. Entropy was found to be more robust due

to some limitations of the Fleiss’ Kappa [Pow12]. To im-

prove the reliability of ‘agreement’ we weight the values

based on numbers of available categories in each question.

For instance, in our particular case ‘n. a.’ in six out of seven

answers in a single response does not add ‘strength’ to the

agreement if the same response pattern is repeated, due to the

conditional nature of the remaining questions being contin-

gent on the first response being other than ‘n.a.’. The mean-

ing of the agreement between the responses is different for

groups with participants and subjects. If a participant has

too many answers with the same profile so that the measure

Figure 8: Multilevel sorting of the entity lists.

Figure 9: Cross-highlighting relationships between groups.

of agreement is high, this is a sign of possible insincerity.

Equally, a high value of agreement between the responses

in a context of subjects is what researchers may be expect-

ing from the survey results meaning that entities are easy to

classify.

A useful sorting method for subjects is by their overall

score if numeric values can be assigned to all categories in

all questions, from which totals or mean values may be de-

rived. We can do this for our survey when using the purpose-

oriented grid. With such sorting the photographs that de-

scribe attractive places for a leisure walking ( ) are gath-

ered towards the beginning of the list, and the least appropri-

ate ones ( ) are toward the end. Similar sorting can be done

by scores for individual questions or groups of questions

depending on the task. It is also possible to sort elements

by frequencies of the same answers if sets of categories

amongst all questions are equal. This may provide additional

help in detecting insincerity. Placing similar elements next to

each other simplifies the cognitive task. Searching for pres-

ence of differences between two subjects or estimating pro-

portions of clusters of subjects becomes easier as identical

glyphs form textures [War02], the boundaries of which are

quick to detect.

The number of sorting modes can be increased signif-

icantly depending on the dataset that is currently loaded

into the system. Our case counts 9 and 28 sorting modes

for the participants and subjects, respectively. Some of the

orderings are dedicated to specific tasks. For instance, we

sort photographs by location using the Treemap algorithm

[EvKSS13], greenness score, luminance derived from EXIF,

timestamp, source, time from noon, etc.

The patterns of the responses are not the only characteris-

tic of subjects and participants that can be visualized in the

lists – a number of additional symbols may be used for other

attributes of the data. If the chosen symbols do not inter-

fere with the contents of the glyphs and are compatible with

each other, they can be used simultaneously, increasing the

richness of the visualization. For instance, we can combine

glyphs with the colour of the item background to identify re-

jected participants and removed photographs (subjects).

A bullet point can be added in middle of an item on de-

mand if at least one response has not been given by a user

due to a photo service API problem (i.e. when it was not pos-

sible to load a photograph, so it was skipped). If a problem

submitted to Eurographics Conference on Visualization (EuroVis) (2014)



Alexander Kachkaev, Jo Wood and Jason Dykes / Glyphs for Exploring Crowd-sourced Subjective Survey Classification 7

(a) Purpose-oriented grid glyphs

sorted by the amount of

agreement between responses.

(b) Same glyphs ordered by the

source of photographs, their

status and the average suitability.

(c) Glyphs drawn in time mode 1

(30 s, standard grid) and sorted

by the average response duration.

(d) Glyphs drawn in time mode 2

(30 s) and sorted the median

response duration.

(e) Colouring of items by source

and sorting by the mean

of suitability.

(f) Colouring items by the

greenness score and ordering

geographically.

(g) Use of task-specific glyphs

with face rectangles detected

by CoreImage and OpenCV.

(h) Photo previews.

Figure 10: The list of subjects with different representations and orderings applied. Not all elements are shown for compactness.

takes place more than once, the mark becomes darker .

Grey border shading can be used to highlight unchecked

participants – those who are new or who have given more re-

sponses since the last confirmation of their validity. Enabling

this border helps in searching for new instances of insincer-

ity; in our survey analysis tool it is removed automatically

after a participant is selected for two seconds or their status

is set to ‘rejected’. A black border is used to highlight the

currently chosen element, linking the list with an enlarged

interactive glyph below it. A grey border appears around

a number of elements when corresponding participants or

subjects are selected in another view. For instance, hovering

over a set of responses in a currently shown subject glyph

highlights all participants these responses are made by. Sim-

ilarly, hovering over a user in the list on the left highlights

all subjects he or she has contributed to and vice versa (Fig-

ure 9).

We found replacing glyphs with a solid single-coloured

fill useful for representing some values featuring each group

submitted to Eurographics Conference on Visualization (EuroVis) (2014)
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(a) Elements coloured by the

number of completed responses;

– photoservice API faults.

(b) Standard grid glyphs;

red cells represent excluded

insincere participants.

Figure 11: The list of survey participants ordered by the

number of completed responses.

(e.g. a number of completed responses ). Having vari-

ous encodings for different attributes, we can toggle between

them and the glyphs to get more knowledge about the data.

Response glyphs can be replaced with other types of

glyphs featuring the subjects of a survey. For instance, in our

research it was necessary to perform automated and man-

ual face detection for each photograph in the sample and

then to compare the output with the subjective data obtained

from the participants. Using another design for the glyphs

we could show areas marked as faces on all photographs in a

very compact from: . By ordering the subjects by the

score on a question about faces and looking at these glyphs

we could find the most appropriate face detection algorithm.

Finally, the glyphs can be converted into standard small

multiples [Tuf83] and be used to, for instance, show the pho-

tographs themselves. This helped in navigating through the

items when an analyst wished to return to the one recently

viewed.

Some examples of visual representations and orderings

for both participants and subjects are given in Figures 10

and 11. Although we cannot list all views and findings in the

paper, we make the visualization available online for explo-

ration: photoassessment.org/results.

5. Evaluation example: Measuring subject relevance

In order to evaluate our approach, we applied the idea of re-

sponse glyphs to two other surveys with different structures.

The first one [Zih13] is also related to photographs, but the

images here were a bundled into groups of two to five, called

queries that were examined by information retrieval domain

experts. Participants were asked to classify each image as

irrelevant, marginally relevant, fairly relevant or highly rel-

evant to a defined subject. Each query contained a control

photograph, which was not related to any subject by design.

The structure of this survey suggested using queries as

subjects populating the rows of a response grid with pho-

tographs. Columns start with don’t know (nominal value),

followed by irrelevant – highly relevant (ordinal range).

Thus, the size of the grid is from 2× 5 to 5× 5 (response

lines are made shorter when needed). Figure 12 shows

a screenshot of the adoption.

Visualising all 4,193 responses (19,931 answers to ques-

tions in total) allowed us to detect 34 individuals providing

insincere responses among 332 participants; to evaluate the

coverage of queries with answers and to explore diversity in

opinion response. It confirmed the approach is still applica-

ble to grids of five categories and ≈ 30 responses per subject.

Different visual support for a glyph was also revealed: thin

gridlines make it possible to decode positions of the bends

as well as to distinguish between nominal and ordinal values.

The implementation is available at ee1.photoassessment.org.

6. Evaluation example: Wikipedia Article Rankings

We also chose the anonymised dump of eleven million arti-

cle ratings collected over one year (July 2011 – July 2012)

from the English Wikipedia [Dat12]. This dataset was se-

lected to examine the scalability of the approach.

Figure 12: Most participants found the test image in query

f190234 irrelevant as expected. This also applies to the last

photograph. Three other images are believed to be relevant,

which is confirmed by the previews. Hovering over test im-

age × fairly relevant reveals an insincere participant.
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Radicle
1"complete,"3"total

Street comedy
7"complete,"9"total

Cheese
36"complete,42"total

Moon
83"complete,"102"total

Switzerland
123"complete,"171"total

Game"of"Thrones"(TV"series)
203"complete,"291"total

Libyan"civil"war
326"complete,"380"total

15% norm. 15% norm.

4×5
excl. null

4×6
incl. null

Figure 13: Examples of glyphs representing rankings

of Wikipedia articles.

A corresponding form was deployed on 10% of articles,

asking how a page was trustworthy, objective, complete

and well-written [Med12]. Each parameter could be given

a score from one to five (a typical Likert scale); it was al-

lowed to skip some rankings. Such structure suggests a grid

with five columns (the number of scores) and four rows (the

number of dimensions); the sixth column may be prepended

to show skipped rankings. The visualization of the responses

for a random subset of 1,000 articles, where all four rank-

ings a given, can be viewed at ee2.photoassessment.org.

Figure 13 demonstrates some examples.

The purpose of this evaluation example was to identify

the scalability of the glyph-based approach. When the dis-

tribution of responses by subjects is not balanced and the

numbers differ significantly, glyphs with tens and hundreds

of lines become overloaded, while the ones that contain only

a few responses remain hardly seen. This may be partially

compensated with normalisation of line opacity so that seg-

ments representing the same proportion of responses are de-

picted with similar brightness levels. Despite that normalisa-

tion still does not allow identification of individual response

in glyphs with over 50 responses, common trends become

salient. For example, a number of glyphs in this dataset can

be characterised with two clear vertical lines on both sides.

This suggests that responses are rather opposed: a significant

proportion of readers find the same article extremely good or

bad by all four parameters. This could not be observed if an-

swers within responses were not linked – it would not be

clear whether the majority of participants voting one star for

objectiveness also vote one star for completeness. Adding

incomplete responses to the glyphs demonstrates that it is

not always possible to combine ordinal scale with a nominal

value in the grid – too many line segments going to the edge

of a glyph and then returning back to the middle of it clutter

the view.

7. Conclusions

We found the combination of glyphs with parallel coordinate

plots, linked views, interaction and animation a powerful in-

strument for navigating through the amounts of responses

to some types of surveys. The visualization approach has

helped us to conduct our own research, to clean the collected

data and to test a number of task-specific hypotheses. A de-

tailed look at all responses adds more confidence about the

reliability of the survey results and also suggests possible

solutions if there are any problems with some of them.

The same visualization tool can be applied for both look-

ing at the collected data after the survey is complete and for

supporting the process of its collection. When the visual-

ization is supplemented with additional features and shows

some parameters of the subjects of the research, it is possible

to instantly compare them with the answers to the survey and

to gain some insights (e.g. what spatial or temporal patterns

exist in the data).

We identified a number of limitations with the approach.

For instance, the glyphs inherit the scalability issues of par-

allel coordinate plots; it is not always possible to load the en-

tire dataset into memory; the correct choice of the grid layout

may be a challenge. We see a number of areas where future

improvement can be made. For example, colour may be in-

troduced into the glyphs to make it possible to distinguish

between spikes related to different questions if such feature

is needed (e.g. instead of ). The grid can be made

more dynamic: columns and rows may become swappable

on fly to make it easier to focus on answers to a particular

question. Another depiction to the nominal value (usually

meaning n.a.) may be applied – the edges sharing such an-

swer may be represented with a thinner line rather than be di-

verted via an edge column on the grid. Varying widths of the

lines can also be used in the larger versions of the glyphs to

make nodes more distinguishable from links when multiple

segments of one line often share the same angle. ‘Gum’ or

‘weighted connections’ techniques [Nag12] may be applied

here. Additionally, responses within glyphs can be made fil-

terable, for instance, to be able to reject only some of them

when a participant starts behaving insincerely after giving a

number of deliberate answers.

The source code of our implementation as well as the

‘photo content assessment’ survey dataset are open and free

to use: github.com/kachkaev/survey-glyphs.
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